More than 40 years ago, B.W.Lee and K.Symanzik proved (but did not say it) that WardTakahashi identities, along with tadpole renormalization, a Vacuum Stability Condition (VSC), force all S-Matrix ultra-violet quadratic divergences (UV-QD) to be absorbed into the physical renormalized pseudo-scalar pion mass-squared "Higgs" mass is protected by the O(4) symmetry (as realized by Higgs VSC, Goldstone SRC, spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) and the Goldstone theorem) and is not fine-tuned. We insist that self-consistent renormalization of the SM requires that the scalar-sector UV-QD-corrected effective Lagrangians of the SM and Goldstone-mode M L O Σ ) 4 ( are smoothly identical in the zero-gauge-coupling limit. Lee/Symanzik's two conditions must therefore be imposed on the SM vacuum and excited states. 1) A Higgs VSC disallows it from simply disappearing into the vacuum. 2) A Goldstone SRC governing SM NambuGoldstone Bosons (NGB) insists that the pre-Higgs-mechanism longitudinal W µ ± ± , Z µ masses- fine-tuning (even with near-Planck-scale UV cut-off) is necessary for a weak-scale Higgs mass. Our "Higgs no-fine-tuning theorem" is simply another (albeit un-familiar) consequence of the Goldstone theorem, an exact property of the SM vacuum and spectrum. We show that our 1-loop SM results can (almost certainly) be extended to include allorders perturbative electro-weak and QCD loops, so that, to all perturbative SM loop orders, no UV-QD fine-tuning is necessary for a weak-scale physical SM Higgs mass ~ 126 GeV.
) across the H vs. "Higgs" mass is protected by the O(4) symmetry (as realized by Higgs VSC, Goldstone SRC, spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) and the Goldstone theorem) and is not fine-tuned. We insist that self-consistent renormalization of the SM requires that the scalar-sector UV-QD-corrected effective Lagrangians of the SM and Goldstone-mode M L O Σ ) 4 ( are smoothly identical in the zero-gauge-coupling limit. Lee/Symanzik's two conditions must therefore be imposed on the SM vacuum and excited states. 1) A Higgs VSC disallows it from simply disappearing into the vacuum. 2) A Goldstone SRC governing SM NambuGoldstone Bosons (NGB) insists that the pre-Higgs-mechanism longitudinal W µ ± ± , Z µ masses- fine-tuning (even with near-Planck-scale UV cut-off) is necessary for a weak-scale Higgs mass. Our "Higgs no-fine-tuning theorem" is simply another (albeit un-familiar) consequence of the Goldstone theorem, an exact property of the SM vacuum and spectrum. We show that our 1-loop SM results can (almost certainly) be extended to include allorders perturbative electro-weak and QCD loops, so that, to all perturbative SM loop orders, no UV-QD fine-tuning is necessary for a weak-scale physical SM Higgs mass ~ 126 GeV.
SM symmetries, SSB and the Goldstone theorem are sufficient to protect the bare and renormalized Higgs masses, and ensure that the SM does not suffer a HFTP: it is unnecessary to impose any new Beyond the Standard-Model (BSM) symmetries. Mistaken belief in a HFTP in the 1-loop SM has historically driven an expectation that new BSM physics must appear < 14 TeV. But our results re-open the possibility that LHC discovery potential might be confined to SM physics. The crucial SM make/break test (a win/win scenario!) is LHC discovery/exclusion of the SM Higgs with its mass below the upper bound predicted by high-precision 1-electroweak-loop LEP1/SLC physics.
1: Introduction
In this paper, we are only interested in the classification/disposition of ultra-violet quadratic divergences (UV-QD), not logarithmic divergences or finite parts, arising from quantum loops in the stand-alone Standard Model (SM), treated as a flat-space quantum field theory:
• The SM is not embedded or integrated into any higher scale Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics; • SM loop integrals are cut off at a short-distance UV scale Λ ;
• Although the cut-off can be taken to be near the Planck scale Planck M Λ , quantum gravitational loops are not to be included; This paper concerns stability and symmetry restoration protection against only UV-QD. It does not address any of the other, more usual, stability issues [1] : e.g. Landau poles, very heavy Higgs mass, strongly interacting Higgs sectors, triviality bounds, appearance of tachyons, very light Higgs mass, negative quartic-coupling instability bounds, etc. Nor does it address any explanation for the numerical values of SM parameters: e.g. the hierarchy of quark and lepton masses, etc. For pedagogical clarity, the reader might imagine we are studying the pure SM situation where "… if the Higgs mass is between 130 and 200 GeV, this analysis does not require new physics below the Planck scale!", Pierre Ramond, [1, pg. 177] . For SM experimental self-consistency, the Higgs mass is taken to be below the upper limit set by 1-loop-corrected SM high precision electroweak (HPEW) total cross sections, forwardbackward asymmetries to leptons and inclusive polarization asymmetries and high precision LEP1/SLC data.
For pedagogical simplicity, we ignore logarithmic divergences and finite contributions unnecessary to our explanation. We will not distinguish between bare fields and dimensionless couplings and their renormalized values but, for dimension-2 coefficients of relevant operators, will distinguish between renormalized values: e.g. the Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV)-squared 2 H , and the UV-QD bare counter-term coefficient δµ 2 .
We drop all vacuum energy/bubble contributions as beyond the scope of this paper. All SM 1-loop Feynman diagrams relevant to this paper were calculated and agreed [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] long ago. We refer the interested reader to that vast literature for specifics. We use Euclidean metric and the Feynman-diagram naming convention of Ref. [2] . Since the symmetries, particle content and parameter space of the SM -i.e. local and global symmetries, Higgs', Nambu-Goldstone Bosons (NGB), quarks, leptons, gauge bosons, ghosts, gauge couplings, Yukawas, GIM, etc. -are quite baroque, this paper examines the SM in two stages of complexity. We begin with the weak-scale un-gauged bosonic O (4) 
), later coupled to SM quarks and leptons. We then extend those results to the full physical 1-electroweak-loop SM case. Our 1-loop results are then extended to include all-orders perturbative electro-weak loops and all-orders perturbative QCD corrections. We focus on the specific cases of weak-scale un-gauged Goldstone- 
and the SM and show that neither theory suffers a Higgs Fine-Tuning Problem (HFTP).
A completely separate issue (from the HFTP) is the Weak/Gravitational Scale Hierarchy Problem (W/GSHP). Both weak-scale Goldstone- 
and the SM are sometimes said to suffer a W/GSHP because they are unable to predict or explain the enormous splitting between the weak scale and the next larger scale (e.g. classical gravitational physics Planck scale Planck M ). We make no attempt to address that aesthetic problem here. Section 2 clarifies the zero-gauge-coupling limit of the SM, together with the correct renormalization of spontaneously broken un-gauged M L O Σ ) 4 ( coupled to SM quarks and leptons. Most of the calculations (if not the effective Lagrangian presentation) in Section 2 are not new and have been common knowledge for more than four decades, but we will need these results to understand the SM case. Section 2A studies bosonic
in the Higgs VEV H vs. results to all-orders in loop-perturbation theory. Section 2E further extends those Goldstone- 
results to include UV-QD from virtual SM quarks and leptons. Section 3A is a reminder of some necessary 1-loop SM results: especially that "oblique" loop high precision electroweak (HPEW) physics and H Bare are not UV-QD, and receive at worst only logarithmically divergent corrections.
Section 3B re-calculates all 1-loop UV-QD in the SM (i.e. including non-zero gauge couplings, gauge bosons, ghosts, Higgs mechanism, etc.) and shows that, after gaugedependent Higgs VSC tadpole renormalization, all SM UV-QD are absorbed by NGB masses-squared m π ;NGB;SM
2
. Section 3C shows that Lee/Symanzik's Goldstone SRC cause all UV-QD and HFTP to vanish identically in the full 1-loop spontaneously broken SM, where m π ;NGB;SM 2 = 0 . Section 3D shows that our 1-loop SM results can (almost certainly) be extended to include all-loop-orders perturbative electroweak and QCD corrections. Section 4 re-traces our primary result to VSC tadpole renormalization, spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) and SRC enforcement of the Goldstone theorem, re-opens the possibility that the discovery potential of the LHC might be confined to SM physics, gives some phenomenological consequences and reminds the reader of the 1-loop SM make/break test at LHC. Appendix 1 shows that the vanishing of 1-loop UV-QD remnants in
and the SM does not depend on the choice of n-dimensional or Pauli-Villars UV cut-off regularization. Appendix 2 discusses the "fine-tuning discontinuity" arising in Goldstone- 
(or the SM) when calculations begin using the Goldstone-mode (or the SM) bare Lagrangian. Appendix 3 re-calculates all 1-loop SM UV-QD in a general R ξ gauge. Appendix 4 outlines B.W. Lee's 1970 
embedded in the SM. Therefore, a separate, more detailed and pedagogical paper has been written [10] , which focuses on un-gauged bosonic
and gives complete and proper explanation and detailed connection to B.W.Lee and K.Symanzik's powerful results [11, 12] in that theory and its extension to include virtual SM quarks and leptons. Ref. [10] gives a simple intuitive understanding of the SM results presented here, which arise largely from the embedding of gauged In order to clarify and simplify the classification and disposition of UV-QD arising from the gauged
and its UV-QD renormalization. We follow closely (and quote liberally from) the strategy, technology, and pedagogy of the work of Benjamin W. Lee, Kurt Symanzik, N.N.Bogoliubov, O.Parasiuk, K.Hepp, W.Zimmermann (BPHZ) and others [11, 12] : i.e. the rock upon which modern renormalization theory is built. We also summarize those results of un-gauged
in Ref. [10] necessary for understanding the classification and disposition of its UV-QD. In Section 3B, we will show that the corresponding gauge invariant subset of 1-loop UV-QD in the SM (i.e. graphs without transverse gauge bosons or ghosts) is equal to the 1-loop UV-QD arising in the un-gauged
half-plane
We follow closely the pedagogy (and much of the notation) of B.W. Lee [11] , and use the linear representation of Φ to make manifest the physical content of Higgs Vacuum Stability Condition (VSC) tadpole renormalization as well as the explicit not-fine-tuned cancellation of UV-QD during Goldstone-mode Symmetry Restoration Condition (SRC) enforcement of the Goldstone theorem, i.e. as the pions become NGB and 0
. We begin with the pure scalar bare Lagrangian, and focus on its UV-QD counter-terms/: 
The first of the connected Green's function Ward-Takahashi identities, connecting the vacuum with the on-shell one-pion state of momentum µ q , reads [11, 12] 0
so that, including all-orders UV-QD, but ignoring logarithmically divergent and finite contributions: 
receives only logarithmic divergences [11, 12] and finite corrections. Including all UV-QD and logarithmic divergences, K.Symanzik gives a careful BPHZ [12] proof of this fact, with attention to each and every necessary detail: crucial insight is provided by his quotation above. We outline B.W. Lee's 1970 proof that H Bare is not UV-QD [11] in Appendix 4.
Since, in this paper, we are only interested in UV-QD, we will not distinguish between H Bare , H Re normalized , H Experimental , calling them all simply H .
We now turn attention to the UV-QD graphs.
Lagrangian, evaluated at zero momentum, including all 1-loop 2-point self-energy and 1-loop 1-point tadpole function UV-QD, is:
a finite constant [10] . The form of Eq. (2B.1) follows from Lee and Symanzik's proof [11, 12] that the theory is properly renormalized, throughout the H vs. . Ref. [10] shows that 2) and that this result is independent of whether n-dimensional or Pauli-Villars regularization is used. To fully exacerbate and reveal any HFTP, we imagine Planck M Λ near the Planck scale.
, we form a 1-loop-UV-QD-improved effective Lagrangian, which includes all scalar 2-point self-energy and 1-point tadpole 1-loop UV-QD, but ignores 1-loop logarithmic divergences, finite contributions and vacuum energy/bubbles: [11, 12] . After tadpole renormalization, the effective 1-loop Lagrangian (keeping UV-QD, but ignoring logarithmic divergences, finite parts and vacuum energy/bubbles), can be re-written: 
Symmertric
, but may leave very large finite residual contributions:
As expected, the "natural" scale of the coefficient of the relevant symmetric scalar 2-point operator is δµ 2~Λ 2 . Now imagine that weak interaction experiments require [2, 13, 14] , a HFTP and violation of "Naturalness" which has been variously defined as the demand that
• Observable properties of the theory be stable against minute variations of fundamental parameters [14] ; • Electroweak radiative corrections be the same order (or much smaller) than the actually observed values [2] ; 
, with spontaneously broken O(4) symmetry, 1 massive scalar and 3 exactly mass-less pseudo-scalars, is defined as the opposite limit [11, 12] . Including 1-loop UV-QD, but ignoring logarithmic divergences, finite contributions and vacuum energy/bubbles, the 1-loop-corrected effective Lagrangian is ; 
Insight into these equations follows again, by carefully defining the properties of the vacuum, including all effects of 1-loop-induced UV-QD, after SSB:
Goldstone Symmetry Restoration Condition (Goldstone SRC): After SSB, the Goldstone theorem must be an exact property (to all loop orders) of the Goldstone-
vacuum and its excited states. 1. Includes all perturbative UV-QD corrections, including
when referenced in Section 2D, 2E;
when referenced in Section 2D; • 1-loop SM when referenced in Section 3C;
• 1PI Multi-loop SM when referenced in Section 3D and Appendix 6; 2. In generic
theories, spanning the H vs. to impose this Goldstone-SRC (essentially by hand) in order to force the theory to the
is therefore a loop-induced NGB mass-squared (see Ref. [10] and Appendix 2); 3. In more modern language, it is necessary to explicitly enforce the Goldstone theorem so that 3 , , π π π − + remain exactly mass-less to all orders of perturbation theory. That is the purpose of Lee/Symanzik's Goldstone-SRC;
S-Matrix) are all packed into the physical renormalized pseudo-scalar pion (pole) mass-squared, the Goldstone theorem also forces any finite remnant of UV-QD to be exactly zero in the Goldstone mode 0
5. We have ignored certain infra-red (IR) subtleties as beyond the scope of this paper.
It is easy to see that
in Eq. (2B.7) only has NGB when "bottom of the wine bottle Goldstone symmetry" is restored: i.e. in Goldstone mode with 0
The crucial observation about Eqs. (2D.1,2D.2) is that proper 1-loop enforcement of the Goldstone theorem requires imposition (essentially by hand) of Lee/Symanzik's Goldstone-SRC [11, 12] . The Goldstone theorem then forces
identically, with exactly zero UV-QD remnant.
A central observation here and in Ref. [10] is that all finite remnants of 1-loop UV-QD contributions to the Higgs' mass in Eq. (2D.4) to vanish identically, without fine-tuning:
is not UV-QD [11, 12] and receives at worst logarithmic divergences. B.W. Lee's 1970 proof [11] 
, with strong analogy in the SM, is discussed in Appendix 2. If the calculations and analysis of Section 2D are re-done, but beginning with the Goldstone-mode-
one must still prescribe and enforce
Mode UV-QD Renormalization Prescription" (GMRP) is required to avoid a "fine-tuning discontinuity". Because the tree-level Standard Model is "already in Goldstone mode", Appendix 2 gives necessary insight into the imposition of Lee/Symanzik's two renormalization conditions for the case of the Standard Model in Sections 3C and 3D.
Section 2E and Appendix D of Ref. [10] show that Goldstone mode weak scale spontaneously broken
= 0 identically and exactly) has zero remnant of UV-QD and does not suffer HFTP to any perturbative loop-order.
2E: UV-QD in Goldstone mode
with SM quarks and leptons [10] All-orders renormalization of the generic set of bosonic
was long ago extended to include nucleons by J.L Gervais & B.W.Lee and K.Symanzik in Ref. [12] , and is easily instead extended to include SM quarks and leptons. The total UV-QD 1-loop Lagrangian, including the effects of SM quarks and leptons, is re-calculated in Ref. [10] L LΣM +SMQuarks&Leptons
and is recognizable as the zero-gauge-coupling limit of 1-loop UV-QD in the SM [2] . Ref. [10] shows that UV-QD remnants from virtual SM quarks and leptons vanish identically, and that there is no HFTP to all perturbative loop orders in Goldstone mode
. Ignoring logarithmic divergences, finite contributions and vacuum energy/bubbles, Ref. [10] displays the scalar-sector 1-loop-UV-QD-improved effective Goldstone-mode Lagrangian, including 1-loop 2-point self-energies and 1-loop 1-point tadpole UV-QD from virtual scalars and SM quarks and leptons, after imposition of Lee/Symanzik's two UV-QD renormalization conditions:
It is easy to extend B.W.Lee's all-orders proof [11, Appendix 4] 
The stand-alone SM particle/field content is:
• Color, isospin and hypercharge gauge bosons: ; , , Most of the important 1-loop SM HPEW effects are embedded in 2-point "oblique" corrections. Gauge invariance requires careful inclusion of universal longitudinal components of weak massive gauge bosons with combinations of oblique loops [5, 16, 1, Appendix 5] . As a by-product, all remnant low-energy "non-decoupling" 1-oblique-loop effects, of new very heavy Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) particles 2 2 q M BSM >> , were classified completely into three operators in a HPEW effective SM Lagrangian [5] : the EJV ρ parameter [15] and two new dimension-zero gauge invariant functions [5] [5, 1, 17] . These three non-decoupling
were used to classify all non-decoupling 1-oblique-loop HPEW effects of heavy SM (e.g. top quark and Higgs) as well as BSM particles with SM quantum numbers [5] . Our three parameters were much later popularized by many groups, are now usually called respectively U S T , , [1, 17] , and have indirectly severely constrained heavy BSM physics [5, 17, 18] , by comparing HPEW theory vs. experiments at low
. The most powerful oblique-loop BSM constraints are, as predicted [5, 8, 18] , from LEP1/SLC and
For this paper, the important point about q -dependent finite "running muon decay constant" in 4-massless-fermion high precision HPEW processes [ 
is written as a gauge invariant [5, 16, 1, Appendix 5] combination of vector-boson 1-loop 2-point self-energies (e.g. Π +− , Π 3Q Transverse ), and universal longitudinal parts Π 3Q Longitudinal (or, almost equivalently, certain universal 3-point vertex and 4-point pinched box functions [16] ). Appendix 5 proves that UV-QD do not arise in 1-loop HPEW processes [5, 1] . Therefore, SM relations such as
receive at worst logarimically divergent corrections at 1-loop. G [5, 1, 18] ) and cannot therefore be used to absorb 1-loop UV-QD from SM scalar-sector 2-point functions: Instead, UV-QD must vanish identically as in Appendix 5, leaving the 1-loop SM relation
with at worst logarithmically divergent corrections. The 1-loop renormalized Higgs VEV H and its running H * (q 2 ) are derived quantities. Although either equation in (A5.5)
can be used to define them, the usual choice is:
Eq. (3A.6) and Appendix 5 prove that, at 1-loop, the SM bare or renormalized Higgs VEV absorbs at worst logarithmic divergences. UV-QD do not arise in HPEW physics [5] and H is not fine-tuned!
3B: Inclusion of 1-loop UV-QD in the scalar-sector SM effective Lagrangian
Since the SM is (almost) the
e. with carefully chosen fermion quantum numbers, GIM, etc.), its 1-loop scalar-sector effective Lagrangian receives 1-loop UV-QD corrections analogous with those studied in Section 2 and Ref. [10] . This is (of course) because a gauged version of the
(re-calculated in a general R ξ gauge in Appendix 3) therefore corresponds to the set of UV-QD arising in the stand-alone un-gauged
• SM UV-QD arising from graphs containing at least one virtual transverse gauge boson or ghost are excluded; • SM UV-QD arising from graphs containing only virtual NGB, Higgs and SM quarks and leptons are included; All 1-loop UV-QD appearing in the SM were calculated and agreed long ago [2, 6] . We want the gauge invariant set of UV-QD arising from 1-loop SM scalar self-energy and tadpole graphs with no virtual gauge bosons or ghosts. As shown in Appendix 3, these contribute terms to the effective SM Lagrangian:
Careful comparison reveals, not just correspondence, but equality!
The additional UV-QD 1-loop scalar 2-point self-energies and 1-point tadpoles involve virtual gauge bosons and ghosts and vanish smoothly in the zero-gauge-coupling limit. They were calculated and agreed in R ξ : ξ = 1 gauge long ago [2, 6] . Appendix 3 re-calculates the appropriate 1-loop self-energy and tadpole graphs in a general R ξ gauge Focusing on the UV-QD counter-term, the bare scalar sector SM Lagrangian is
where, following K.Symanzik (see quote at beginning of Section 2), we include a gaugedependent counter-term in analogy Eq. (2A.1). We then form a 1-loop-improved scalar-sector effective SM Lagrangian, which includes all SM self-energy 2-point and tadpole 1-point UV-QD (but ignores logarithmically divergent and finite contributions and vacuum energy/bubbles):
Imposing Higgs VSC tadpole renormalization, we insist that
Remember that tadpole renormalization does not constitute fine-tuning, but rather is a stability condition on the vacuum and excited states of the theory. Note that, in R ξ ;ξ = 1 gauge where C SM ;ξ =1 1−Loop;Λ 2 = 1 , Eq. (3B.10) can be written
in analogy with the Ward-Takahashi identity Eq.
After tadpole renormalization, the effective 1-loop SM scalar-sector Lagrangian (i.e. keeping UV-QD, but ignoring logarithmic divergences, finite parts and vacuum energy/bubbles) is: 
in the appropriate zero-gauge coupling limit. The limit must be smooth: i.e. without a "fine tuning discontinuity", as defined in Appendix 2. Eq. (3C.1) line [10] . Therefore, in order that renormalization of Goldstone-mode-
and the SM be consistent in the appropriate zero-gauge-coupling limit, m π ;NGB;SM 2 must properly be controlled by imposing Lee/Symanzik's two renormalization conditions. Practical Implementation of GMRP for SM UV-QD: 1. Goldstone SRC: Set m π ;NGB;SM 2 to zero identically, with zero finite remnant 
. Appendix 1 shows that Eq. (3C.6) is independent of UV regularization scheme (e.g. n-dimensional or Pauli-Villars cut-off).
A crucial observation of this paper is that all 1-loop UV-QD contributions to the SM Higgs' mass (i.e. the 1 st term on the right hand side of Eq. (3C.4)) are zero, SM gauge symmetry will be spontaneously broken in Eq. (3C.6), and the Higgs mechanism can do its work in the SM gauge boson and fermion sectors. We are reminded that correct renormalization of the SM is often subtle. In particular, self-consistent renormalization of the SM requires that the scalar-sector UV-QD-corrected effective Lagrangians of the SM and Goldstone-mode-
become smoothly identical in the appropriate zero-gauge-coupling limit. It follows that, together with Higgs VSC tadpole renormalization, the UV-QD-corrected SM requires enforcement of SSB and the Goldstone theorem (essentially by hand) via imposition of Lee/Symanzik's Goldstone-SRC. Our Higgs no-fine-tuning result is therefore simply another (albeit un-familiar) consequence of the Goldstone theorem: 1-loop UV-QD contributions to the Higgs mass vanish identically and the 1-loop SM does not suffer a HFTP.
Summary of 1-loop SM results shown by explicit calculation: Including all 1-loop SM UV-QD, but ignoring logarithmic divergences, finite parts and vacuum energy/bubbles:
1. The reader is reminded that:
• All 1-loop SM UV-QD, in 4-fermion HPEW processes (with mass-less external fermions) mediated by gauge bosons, were shown long ago to cancel among themselves, without absorption into renormalized or bare parameters [5, Appendix 5] . UV-QD do not arise in 1-loop HPEW; • The fact that all 1-loop SM UV-QD in the Higgs' self-energy cancel after tadpole renormalization has been known [6] for more than 3 decades;
• 9. All relevant dimension-2 operators in the SM form a renormalized Higgs potential which is well-defined and is minimized, without fine-tuning, at the loop-corrected Higgs VEV H << Λ ; 10. Since, in the zero-gauge-coupling limit, UV-QD in the SM and Goldstone-mode-
with SM quarks and leptons are the same, they must be treated the same way. Consistent renormalization requires the scalar-sector effective Lagrangians of the SM and Goldstone-mode (1) , if experiment so demands; 16. The UV-QD-loop-corrected SM does not suffer a HFTP. Our no-fine-tuning-theorem for a weak-scale SM Higgs mass is simply another (albeit un-familiar) consequence of the Goldstone theorem, an exact property of the SM vacuum and excited states; 17. Since SSB SM symmetries and the Goldstone theorem are sufficient to protect a weak-scale Higgs bare or renormalized mass, and ensure that it has no HFTP, it is unnecessary to impose any new BSM symmetries;
3D: The SM (almost certainly) has no surviving remnant of multi-loop UV-QD and does not suffer HFTP at any loop-order of perturbation theory
The reader should worry that cancellation of 1-loop UV-QD is insufficient to demonstrate that the SM does not require fine-tuning. UV-QD certainly appear at multi-loop orders and fine-tuning δµ 2 might yet be required. If each loop order contributes a factor . Ref. [10] demonstrates just such an exact cancellation for
and shows that 1PI multi-loop fine-tuning is un-necessary.
Appendix 6 shows that all SM S-Matrix UV-QD, including all-loop-orders perturbative QCD and electroweak corrections, (almost certainly) vanish identically. It follows closely the reasoning in Sections 2D, 3C and Ref. [10] . Appendix 6 first observes that H absorbs no UV-QD during the HPEW renormalization of its value to the experimental muon lifetime. Then Lee/Symanzik's two renormalization conditions are imposed: 
which gives a sensible, at worst logarithmically divergent, and not-fine-tuned Higgs mass. The reader is warned that a rigorous all-loop-order mathematical proof requires work beyond that shown in Appendix 6.
We are free to set ) 1 ( That fact is crucial, because the Higgs VEV-squared H 2 is not a free parameter in the SM, but is set by the experimental values of [5] : no fine-tuning or absorption of UV-QD into either bare parameters, or renormalized physical input parameters, is necessary or even possible in the SM. Therefore, the SM (almost certainly) does not suffer a UV-QD-generated HFTP at any loop-order of electro-weak and QCD perturbation theory.
To completely avoid any fine-tuning in the SM, we must address one last detail. The reader should worry that, for an arbitrary particle spectrum (e.g. with large mass-splitting within a SM multiplet), it might still be necessary to fine-tune finite effects of large masses. But in the SM, with Higgs mass below the upper limit derived from comparison of HPEW 1-electroweak-loop (and bremsstrahlung) corrected lepton forward-backward and polarization asymmetries [5, 18, 7] with high precision LEP/SLC data [9] , we have GaugeBosons, Higgs (3D.4) so no such fine-tuning is necessary.
In summary, including all SM UV-QD, but ignoring logarithmic divergences, finite parts and vacuum energy/bubbles (almost certainly): 1. All UV-QD cancel identically in the SM S-matrix. This is true not only in all-looporder electroweak perturbation theory, but also includes all-loop-order QCD perturbative corrections: the resulting
all-looporder SM S-Matrix has exactly zero remnant of perturbative UV-QD; 2. "Goldstone gauge" in Appendix 6 uses global BRST symmetries to manifestly confine any possible UV-QD to the SM scalar sector; 3. It is un-necessary to fine-tune remnant finite effects for the known SM particle spectrum, such as the top quark or Higgs masses; 4. The 1-loop SM results listed at the end of Section 3C are extended to the all-looporders SM; 5. Spontaneously broken SM symmetries, and the Goldstone theorem, are already sufficient to protect the bare and renormalized Higgs mass and ensure that the SM has no Higgs Fine-Tuning Problem.
Conclusions:
Higgs-VSC and Goldstone-SRC, rather than imposition of new BSM symmetries. Implications for the discovery potential of the LHC.
Belief in a 1-loop HFTP in Goldstone mode
and the SM, previously identified as fatal mathematical flaws, is simply mistaken. It disagrees with established renormalization theory ~ 1970, and with high precision electroweak physics (HPEW) in the LEP/SLC era: both literatures are established and proven foundations of modern mainstream theoretical physics. Ironically, that widespread belief has fruitfully formed much of the original motivation for certain proposed BSM physics. A partial list would include:
• Low energy SUSY. Commentary appears in Refs. [10, 22] ;
• Technicolor. Commentary appears in Ref. [10] ;
• Pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone Higgs, Higgs-less SM;
• Little Higgs', Constraints among SM particle masses;
• Gauge-singlet scalars, Mirror fermions;
• Lee-Wick higher derivative SM;
• Conformal symmetry with Higgs of effective-dimension ( )
• Landscape multi-verse environmental selection of fine-tuned weak scale; But, because it spontaneously breaks an embedded O(4) symmetry, with three exactly massless NGB, the SM finds a loophole in that "fatal flaw" reasoning and avoids its own demise. Instead, the reason SM S-Matrix UV-QD sum exactly to zero is traced to correct renormalization of the SM consistent with the GMRP and SSB. In particular, we insist that self-consistent renormalization of the 1-loop SM requires that the scalar-sector UV-QDcorrected effective Lagrangians of the SM and Goldstone-mode-
become smoothly identical (i.e. without fine-tuning discontinuity, as defined in Appendix 2) in the appropriate zero-gauge-coupling limit. It follows that, after VSC tadpole renormalization, the 1-loop UV-QD-corrected SM requires explicit enforcement of the Goldstone theorem, by imposition of Lee/Symanzik's Goldstone-SRC. 1-loop SM UV-QD, and their finite remnants, then all vanish identically. Our 1-loop no-fine-tuning-theorem for a weak-scale SM Higgs mass is therefore simply another (albeit un-familiar) consequence of the Goldstone theorem, an exact property of the SM vacuum and excited states. It is un-necessary to impose any new BSM symmetries: the SSB 1-loop SM already has sufficient symmetry (i.e. using the Goldstone theorem) to protect the bare and renormalized Higgs masses and avoid any 1-loop HFTP.
Although the stand-alone 1-loop SM, with SM loop integrals cut off at some much higher energy UV scale Λ , is insensitive to that higher scale (up to terms Λ lñ ), that may be spoiled if the SM is embedded/integrated into some higher scale BSM theory. But that is not the SM's problem. Given its extra-ordinary theoretical and experimental success, the Standard Model should be regarded as the resurgent new standard of naturalness and scalar no-fine-tuning excellence to which proposed BSM quantum field theories are to be compared.
Mistaken belief in huge non-vanishing remnants of cancelled UV-QD, and a HFTP, in the 1-loop SM has also historically driven an expectation that some sort of new BSM physics must appear at low-energy ( ≤ 14 TeV) and at the LHC. But the Standard Model (i.e. with modified neutrino sector and coupled to classical general relativity) is the most powerful, accurate, predictive, successful and experimentally verified scientific theory known to humans. Although it is sometimes necessary to dig more deeply, we should not be surprised by the SM's extra-ordinary explanatory power at the quantum field theoretic level. This includes its spectacular successful prediction of the top quark mass by the HPEW comparison of 1-electroweak-loop corrected total cross sections, lepton forward-backward and inclusive electron-polarization asymmetries on/near Z µ resonance [5, 8] with high-precision LEP1/SLC experiments [9] . We have shown here that the SM finds a SSB loophole through which all 1-loop SM UV-QD remnants vanish identically. Widespread reports of the SM's presumed HFTP death are incorrect and our results re-open the very real possibility that the discovery potential of the LHC might be confined to SM physics. Although it currently lacks a credible dark matter candidate [23] , the SM solves the phenomenological problems of many BSM models: e.g. "automatic conservation of baryon and lepton number in interactions up to dimension 5 and 4, respectively; natural conservation of flavors in neutral currents; a small neutron electric dipole moment [24] " and constraints from HPEW physics. The crucial make/break test (i.e. a win/win experiment!) for the SM is LHC discovery/exclusion of the SM Higgs with mass below the predicted upper limit from HPEW comparison of 1-electroweak-loop-corrected total cross sections, forward-backward asymmetries to leptons and inclusive electron-polarization asymmetries on/near Z µ resonance [5, 7, 18 ] against high precision LEP1/SLC experiments [9] . , and for insisting on K.Symanzik's "new testament" dictum (at the beginning in Section 2).
operators with 1-loop UV-QD coefficients arising in the SM would read (i.e. if taken at face value and written in our language):
Comparison with our quadratically divergent SM symmetric counter-term Eq. (3B.6)
For example, Ref. [5, Eq. 6.7] first calculated and published the constant 1-obliqueloop contribution to S, which would be due to a very heavy non-decoupling BSM fermion multiplet (e.g. a 4 th generation of quarks and leptons, gauginos, Higgsinos) of isospin weight i : (1979) ) and Pauli-Villars with an ultra-violet cut-off Λ :
On the other hand, these 1-loop integrals can be written with a UV cut-off
The weak demand is then made, i.e. of any well-defined UV regularization scheme, that one can self-consistently change variables of integration. 1-loop UV-QD then cancel exactly (with zero finite remnant) in expressions where they do not truly arise: e.g.
The and more generally that expressions where UV-QD do not arise, such as In order to better understand the correct self-consistent renormalization prescription for the SM, we re-do the calculations and analysis of Section 2D, but beginning with the Goldstone-
where we ignore vacuum energy/bubbles. Using this bare Lagrangian and the 1-loop UV-QD result in Eq. (2B.1,2B.2), we form the 1-loop-UV-QD-improved effective Goldstone mode Lagrangian, which includes all scalar 2-point 1-loop UV-QD self-energies and 1-point 1-loop UV-QD tadpoles, but ignores 1-loop logarithmically divergent, finite contributions and vacuum energy/bubbles: 
A 1-loop-induced finite (after cancellation of UV-QD) mass-squared m π ;NGB;LΣM 2 for the three Nambu-Goldstone Bosons, has appeared!
(A2. 4) but, as shown in Section 2D, it is only an artefact of not having yet properly enforced the Goldstone theorem: i.e. a contribution to the physical renormalized pion mass appearing in
theories, before taking the Goldstone mode limit; i.e. in the H − m π 2 / λ 2 plane before moving onto the 0 2 = π m line [11, 12] .
Section 2D and Ref. [10] prove that the correct self-consistent
is to impose Lee/Symanzik's two conditions 1. Goldstone SRC: δµ 2 is used to set m π ;NGB;LΣM 2 to zero identically, with exactly zero finite remnant, and restore axial current conservation; 2. Higgs VSC: After Goldstone SRC, it is no longer necessary to cancel tadpoles We then set H NoFineTuning to the experimental value, its name emphasizing that fine-tuning is un-necessary [11, 12, Appendix 4] The GMRP clearly generalizes, to include SM quarks and leptons, and all-loop-orders, in
Because the tree-level Standard Model is already in "Goldstone mode", the same subtlety arises in the 1-loop SM. After cancellation of UV-QD, a finite mass-squared m π ;NGB;SM 2 for the three NGBs appears in Eq. (3C.2) as a 1-loop-induced artefact in the SM! Since, in the zerogauge-coupling limit, the SM UV-QD analysis must be identical to that of Goldstone- 
, Sections 2D, 3C, this Appendix and Ref. [10] insist that self-consistent renormalization of the SM requires imposition of Lee/Symanzik's Goldstone SRC and Higgs VSC in the SM. The UV-QD GMRP enforces SSB, the Goldstone theorem, and Fine-tuning discontinuity: Ignoring vacuum energy, re-write the Goldstone-mode-
; and re-scale the Higgs VEV
The temptation is to regard the Higgs VEV in Eq. (A2.7) as fine-tuned. If it were, the two different approaches to renormalization, Eqs. (A2.5, A2.6), would generate a "fine-tuning discontinuity" in the 1-loop UV-QD renormalization of Goldstone-mode-
even after cancellation of UV-QD in Eq. (A2.8). But Lee/Symanzik provide the selfconsistent way out of this nasty discontinuity by insisting that the scalar field and Higgs VEV .9) are multiplicatively renormalized [11, 12, Appendix 4] and that Goldstone mode is simply the 0 2 = π m line in the H − m π 2 / λ 2 half-plane [11, 12] . The GMRP, 0 .10) to vanish identically, with exactly zero finite UV-QD remnant. 
2) Gauge invariant 1-point tadpole graphs without virtual gauge bosons or ghosts: SM UV-QD tadpoles are here re-calculated in a general R ξ gauge. The analogous un-gauged Gathering these results, we form the gauge invariant 1-loop UV-QD SM Lagrangian, which arises from SM scalar self-energy and tadpole graphs with no virtual gauge bosons or ghosts 
3) Gauge invariant 2-point graphs containing virtual gauge bosons or ghosts: SM UV-QD self-energies are here re-calculated in a general R ξ gauge. 
The expressions in the curly brackets are gauge invariant. The total gauge invariant 1-loop UV-QD contribution to the SM 1-loop 2-point Higgs' self-energy is:
But the UV-QD SM contribution of each of the 1-loop 2-point 
; (A3. 19) with gauge invariant and famous [2] C SM
4) Gauge-dependent 1-point tadpole graphs containing virtual gauge bosons or ghosts:
After SSB, 0 2 ≥ H , the SM also receives UV-QD contributions from 1-loop 1-point h H tadpole diagrams. Although calculated, agreed [2, 6] and listed in Ref. [2] 
we re-calculate them here in a general R ξ gauge:
• T 2 A with virtual neutral ghosts 
The UV-QD tadpole contribution to S-matrix elements (e. 
Since all of the diagrams, except T 3A ,T 3B , form a gauge invariant set, it is useful to write the 
The reader is reminded that this Appendix ignores logarithmic divergences and finite contributions. In a general R ξ gauge, construction of 1-loop gauge invariant physical results, including log divergences and finite parts, can require some care [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 20, Appendix 5] while treating:
• Vector self-energy, vertex and box contributions [5, 6, 16] ;
• Scalar self-energy and tadpole graphs with no virtual transverse gauge bosons or ghosts; • Scalar self-energy graphs with virtual transverse gauge bosons and ghosts;
• Tadpole graphs with virtual transverse gauge bosons.
• Tadpole graphs with virtual ghosts; Even the UV-QD part of the sum of SM tadpole graphs is not by itself gauge invariant! • The terms in the broken theory's Taylor series are demonstrated to be "…what one gets if one evaluates the amplitude for emission of s pairs of H's from a pion (H) line which carries the initial momentum k, and then let all the momenta of the emitted H's go to zero", Lee in Ref. [11] . A diagrammatic proof and interpretation of this fact, including proof that all associated (e.g. external leg, time-ordered product) symmetry factors are correct, is constructed; • Remembering all-orders renormalization of the symmetric theory, Lee writes: "… if we renormalize the H Bare field and its vacuum expectation value H Bare as well as the
λ Re normalized
and (a crucial observation for this paper) B.W. Lee's Eq. (4b.2) 
The oblique contributions from virtual SM fermions to (Z µ ,W µ ± ) 2-point self-energies are [5] :
The crucial observation is that 1-loop UV-QD do not arise in Π 33 , Π together with calculation of ρ * (q 2 = −M Z 2 ) . The resulting HPEW predictions [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] of the full SM, facilitated by the running improved Born approximation [5] , have been tested and vindicated to better than 1% accuracy by LEP1/SLC [9] and other HPEW experiments.
Appendix 6: The SM (almost certainly) has exactly zero remnant of 1PI multi-loop UV-QD and does not suffer a HFTP at any loop-order of electro-weak and QCD perturbation theory
The SM was renormalized to all perturbative loop-orders long ago: we remind the reader of results relevant to this paper [19, 20, 21, 11, 12] here. We follow closely the reasoning in Sections 2D, 3C and Ref. [10] .
It is convenient to work in "Goldstone gauge", by adding to the gauge-invariant SM bare Lagrangian (which includes fermions, gauge bosons, the linear representation of the Φ doublet and the Higgs mechanism), gauge-fixing and ghost terms more usually associated with pure gauge theories (which would only include gauge bosons); L SM ;GaugeFixing+Ghost This reduces the local gauge symmetries to global BRST symmetries [21] . The purpose of Goldstone gauge is to decouple the ghosts from the scalars and make manifest that there are no UV-QD in the gauge-ghost-fermion sector of the all-loop UV-QD SM Lagrangian
. We group all of the bosons together [19, 20, 21, 11, 12] . Excluding logarithmic divergences and finite parts, the 1PI multi-loop UV-QD contribution can therefore be written:
